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Android Hardware Interfacing with the BeagleBone BlackPackt Publishing, 2015

	Design and implement Android apps that interface with your own custom hardware circuits and the BeagleBone Black


	About This Book

	
		Design custom apps that interact with the outside world via BeagleBone Black
	
		Modify Android to recognize, configure, and communicate with sensors, LEDs, memory,...
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Mastering TensorFlow 1.x: Advanced machine learning and deep learning concepts using TensorFlow 1.x and KerasPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Build, scale, and deploy deep neural network models using the star libraries in Python

	
		Key Features

		
			Delve into advanced machine learning and deep learning use cases using Tensorflow and Keras
	
			Build, deploy, and scale end-to-end deep neural network models in a production...
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Enterprise JavaBeans (3rd Edition)O'Reilly, 2001
EnterpriseJavaBeans, 3rd     edition, has been thoroughly revised to include complete coverage of three     major changes in the EJB 2.0 specification: A new version of     container-managed persistence; local interfaces; and a totally new kind of     bean called the "message driven bean." The 3rd edition...
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Professional Microsoft SharePoint 2007 Workflow ProgrammingWrox Press, 2008
Microsoft Windows SharePoint Services (WSS) 3.0 and Microsoft Office SharePoint Server (MOSS) 2007 provide you with a rich framework for collaborative applications. Packed with practical, real-world examples, this book offers you clear instructions for implementing workflow, custom activities, and conditions into SharePoint applications....
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Starling Game Development EssentialsPackt Publishing, 2013

	Develop and deploy isometric turn-based games using Starling


	Overview

	
		Create a cross-platform Starling Isometric game
	
		Add enemy AI and multiplayer capability
	
		Explore the complete source code for the Web and cross-platform game develpment



	In...
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Expert Python Programming - Second EditionPackt Publishing, 2016

	Become an ace Python programmer by learning best coding practices and advance-level concepts with Python 3.5


	About This Book

	
		Based on the latest stable version of Python (version 3.5)
	
		Creating well manageable code that will run in various environments with different sets of...
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Deploying Raspberry Pi in the ClassroomApress, 2016

	Learn how to deploy Raspberry Pi computers in a classroom or lab situation and how to navigate the hardware and software choices you face.


	Deploying Raspberry Pi in the Classroom equips you with the skills and knowledge to plan and execute a deployment of Raspberry Pi computers in the classroom.  Teachers and IT...
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Introducing Silverlight 4Apress, 2010

	Introducing Silverlight 4 brings you up to speed with the latest version of Silverlight quickly and efficiently. The book builds off your understanding of the basics of .NET coding and WPF, allowing your journey to Silverlight 4 proficiency to be as quick and painless as possible. The text highlights where coding techniques are...
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WildFly: New FeaturesPackt Publishing, 2014

	Get acquainted with the exciting new features that WildFly has to offer with this book and ebook


	Overview

	
		Learn about the latest WildFly components, including CLI management, classloading, and custom modules
	
		Customize your web server and applications by managing logs, virtual hosts, and the...
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Yii Application Development Cookbook - Second EditionPackt Publishing, 2013

	This book is the perfect way to add the capabilities of Yii to your PHP5 development skills. Dealing with practical solutions through real-life recipes and screenshots, it enables you to write applications more efficiently.


	Overview

	
		Learn how to use Yii even more efficiently
	
		Full of...
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A Practical Guide to Azure DevOps: Learn by doing - Third EditionIndependent Publishers Group, 2020

	
		DevOps has become a major topic for developers, testers, project managers and many others involved in building software products. Microsoft has introduced Azure DevOps as their tool for implementing DevOps practices. 

	
		This book is intended to provide the reader a step-by-step, easy to follow guide...
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Deploying Virtual Private Networks with Microsoft Windows Server 2003Microsoft Press, 2003
Get in-depth technical guidance, Windows-specific best practices, and  real-world troubleshooting tactics-direct from the Windows wireless product  development team.

This is the essential reference for any IT professional deploying virtual  private networks (VPNs) using Windows Server 2003 and Windows XP. The book  thoroughly details how...
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